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Abstract A study of the relationship between the behavior of pre-school children

and the physical near environment has been initiated at Cornell. Illumination

and sound levels, color, equipment, end spatial configurations in a nursery

school roam will be varied. Systematic observational records will be kept of

the level of play, the incidence of aggression, and ovrement ta and out of, as well

as within, the test area.

Introduction The 3-: year age group displays particular activities, behavioral

patterns, social relationships and interests that night be influenced by interior

space. The effect of the near physical environment has not been well docummnted.

Were it available, informstAon about the effects of modifying aspects of the

environment night b3 used to establish criteria 4. in of day-care centers,

schools, playgrounds, institutions and even residenceso

This study does not pretend to gather information en so massive a scale. Since

'the nature of the input in an ongoiog nursery school environment includes so many

QD human and social interaction variables, the scope of s study such as this becomes

CD very quickly restricted by methodological and time considerations. It is our

intention ao caaduct *pilot study first in which as many relevant variables as
C)
C) possible ere camtrolled.



Objective criteria or determinanu for design direction have been scarce,

and the intuitive approach prevails. It is intended that ties between designers

and psychologists will be strengthened by research efforts of this type. Bxchange

of data, feedbeck an evaluation of environpsntal variation, and the indication of

trends for further study are vital in encouraging behavioral science-design

integration.

The profession of interior or environmental design is experieneing an

increasingly rapid and desirable move toward more objective design criteria and

human envirament performance standards. The assumption that the designar with

his experimental intuitive approath is adequately equipped to solve the majority

of design problems encountered is now being questioned. Because of the increase

in dosign-behavioral science communication, the designer will find it necessary

to be better grounded in the knowledge of the behavioral scientist as well as

In the knowledge of the structural engineer. The designer's activity will be

concerned with developing and usint a mathodology that permits coordination and

communication with the interact*" disciplines. Variations in language awl

methodology make this task difficult. The designer's objective will then become

a merging of ervironmantal science and anviroseental psychology in regard to

environmental needs; he will attempt to merge hum and social factors with a

design focus.

The need for tba design profession to become familiar with the metbas and

goals of the social sciences is gradually being given more widesprrAd credente,

helped along by popular concerns and huesn-centered design comcern. Meny design

educntors recognise this need aind are attempting to orient their curriculum

in this direction. There is an' unfartumate dichotmy between the scientific

methodology of behavioral =IOWA and the intuitive approaeh of the traditional

designer. The role of psydhology in d44,ign is to identify soam of the effects

of the eaviromeent on behavior, net provide relevant behavioral date for the

designer.
I'
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Design effectiveness of the neer environment in meeting functional criteria

is defined in terms of human behavim or performance. The design process should

encourage development of the feedback loop so that the designer can knew how

adequately his predictions and decisions meet the program needs. Feedback would

contribute to building up a body of knowledge about solutions,whick combined with

the body of knowledge in hum and social factors, would enable the designer to

provide a better service, The design profession has concentrated primarily on

hardware or object design, and lacks accurate, reliablu information on performance

factors. Knowledge about performance and human needs, or software researcht

should precede hardware form:Wien.

The present study will be primarily concerned with behavioral-environmental

relationships. One of the fectors determining cur focus was the lack of research

that has bean done with pre-school children in a manipulated envirooment. While

some studies have described behavior in existing environments, little research

has been conducted on how the same aildren behave uten environmental miens*

in the same Iozation are altered.

The large number of child care facilities that elm either existing or planned

make the need for research on the effects of the physical enviranment on Children's

behavior especially pressing. It is likely that a drastic increase in child care

centers will result if Congress passes the Child DevelopaentAket. Yet an organised

body of knowledge for &signors and =rimy school personnel based on substantial

environmeat-behavior resesrdh is still non-existent.
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In the area of color, few criteria are available other then the designer's

or client's subjective preferences. Several investigators (see Bay's, 1967)

have fouad that up to the age of *bout six years the weracolors - red, yellow,

orange - are preferred to the cool colors. YOunger children appear to prefer

red and change their preference to blue at an older age.

In a study of children from ages five to nine tested at twoglear interrals,

Frieling found likes and dislikes mare extreme fel' the younger children. The

youngest liked red and magenta and the 540 year olds had a strong dislike for

bladk. Hi noted an enthusiasm for fdll chromes and strong pure color, and et all

ages a dislike of neutral colors whether in .dark or light range.

Cblor preferences of mentally submommal or emotionally disturbed children

have not been subject to much study. One study cited by Bayes (1967) found that

children, when supplied with, interchemeable desk tops, preferred red desk tops

early in the morning and during the beginning .of the week, but during the latter

part of the dey and the week chole yellow, blue and green. Green and yellow

were found lost in demand for creative lessons; red tops INTO correlated sore highly

than the others milli destructive activity sudh as scribbling sad carving.

Grasse and Witt (1969) ran trials on S: wry' Abool children during. which

they were allowed tosgayirkth red, bin', mem, and gray blocks presented in Varied

spatial array. Position preferences appcnred to be more important than 1:0107

preference in the sebectian of blocks.

In the physical design of nursery schools or day care mums, color selection

and determination of equipment and environment is a necestaty part of the planning

process. Nbet color selection decisions STO based onlighly sUbjective opinions,

"soft research", or very casual information. The most objective data related to

color that are currently available are comerned with glare (reflectance factors

of a given color or =lace), Maintenance of a given color, and color fastness.
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However there is no similar inforation available to nursery school or day care

center persamml designers or architects than can be used to actually guide

men in choosing color for different effects.

Subjects

Three-year old and four-year old children attending the Cornell Univvrsity

Nursery School will participate in the study. While the nursery school has

tried to attract a diverse group of children, the majority of the children are

white, middle cicss, and many are Children of Cornell staff and faculty,'

Test Environment The study is being conducted at the NWmr York State College

of Human Ecology, Cornell University, by the Departments of Design end

Environmental Analysis andlimeca Development and Pally Studies. A special

room has been prepared at the Cornell Nursery School.

Since behavioral development occurs in real social settings rather than

in the isolation of the laboratory, the ploi was to use a real-life setting

(e.g., *nursery school room), but to make the enviroement changeable in

a systematic way, thus obtaining tile .ontro:, ouriaLles in a natural situation.

By systematically varybg one aspect of the environment at a time, and recording

observation of selected aspects of the children's behavhat% the effect of each

variable might be teased out.

7b6 major test area Is in a 16 by 20 foot rum within the nursery sthool

nowmally used, hy the 3 year old group as a locker and general activity room.

Ibis room has been equipped with a pendant light track system with light fixtures,

whith can be moved back and forth and adjueted to direct its light to any position.

The lighting system is equipped with &mew switches whilit will pewmit changes in

the illumination level for 0 to 100 footcmadlese Color filters have been provided

for the fixtures, to use In &portion of the color environment study.
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The illumination follows the establiihed LES format for iootcandle measure-

ment. Folding partitions, 4 feet by 4 feet, have been constructed to provide the

needed space formations and divisions, Some of the panels are curved to help

create anon free-fora speopldwal desired. The partitions hove been constructed

so as to accommodate panels of various colors. These panels can be slid in and

out of the partiticns to create a color change in the soace,surfacez. Panel* with

acoustical tile attached, whiCh also con be slid in and out of the partitions, have

been provided. Provisions art made al= for hanging some if the penal* an the

surrounding walls, if needed for further sound absorption.

All panels, except the color panels, the partitions, and visible wells have

been painted white in order to create a MOTO neutral or "crAorless" environment.

White surfaces also provide almnine' base for the colored light experiments. Carpet

tile will be installed at various stages durimg the sound tests "& tmum

sound reduction is desire&

A series of 8 in. and 6 in. hileb by 8 ft. long individual "steps" have been

constructea, that cm be conbined to form gradueted seating levels. These steps

can be arrmmged into various graving*, in order to create areas for group

activities (e.g., story telling) that sisht help focus the thildreq's attention

snd behavior on the ongoing activity.

In Endow to study the effects of height of furniture on a child's activities,

several tables have been constructed. The experimental tables are identical to

the othrr furniture in the nursery school room ta all aspect except height.

While the typical tabies in a 3-year old grouvare 20 in. high, the newly

constructed tables are 10 in high.
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In addition, separate small pieces of furniture, square, rectangular and

curved, at 20" height WOTO constructed to be used alms with different geometric

relationships of the partiticns. Ito partitions con be equipped with a blackboard,

cork or flannelboard tack surface. They can be used to create a "lserning center"

where en individual Child, can work alone or with a teachers Mile such learning

areas have been used in many nursery schools their actual effectiveness hms not

been determined systematically.

Eveluatian. In order to facilitate an investigation of the affects of the lighting

on the children's behavior, only three levels of illumination (High, Medium, and

Low) will be manipulated. In the Medium level condition, the overhead lighting

syetes will be adjusted so as to produce approximately the mount of light typically

found in the particular roan in which the study will be conducted. In the lad

condition, illumination will be considerably dimmer. Illuelnation levels will be

monitored during etich observation period by a light meter, so as to maintain

comsistency over the experimental sessions.

The pilot project am the effects of illumination will imvolve 36 days of

one-hour observation sessions. The categories of behavior to be observed under

the different light intensitiee are: I.) aggressive behavior, using definitions

edapted from Sears (1951), 2.) social participation, using definitions adapted

fras Parton (1943), and 3.) frequency and duration of time spent in each play

area.

Observations of the childrenes behavior will be made during the same hour

everyday (in the morning). During this hour, the level of illumination will be

changed once by one of the experimenters, either 20 minutes, or 40 minutes after

the beginning of the hour. Therefore, during any one hour of obliervation only

two levels of illumination mill be used.
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The six possible combiaations of lighting levels (egh, Medium, High-

Low, Medimeaigh, Medius-Low, Low-lHigh, and LowlMedium) will be varied

randomly mar the 36 Jays of observations, with the restrictions that eaCh

combination must occur equally often (six times), and that each colbinstion

will conform to the 20-minute/40-ainute time schedule three times, and to

the 40-minute/20-iminute time schedule threo times.

After the data have been collected, the behavior measures can be compared

across pooled lighting conditions, or cpecific coibinations of the conditions.

Ile treatment of the data will be a simple comparison of the frequency

of eaCh category of bhavior as the lighting is varied. Cbservations of

individual children will be made for S-minuta time samples. As the children

will be free to go in and out of the test room it will also be necessary to

record how many Children are present though not all can be observed every day.

Essentially, the effects of the masted seating levels will be imestigated

by varying the presence or absence of a two-level seating combination, Al group

activity, such as story telling, will be initiated at about the same time every

morning, following the one-hour observation session. The group activity session

will last ap 4prwheately ten mdnutes, with the seats being present an half of the

36 days, end absent an the other half of the days. Selected aspects of the

childrms's behavior related to their attention to the activity will be observed,

and records will be kept of the number of Children approaching and leaving the

activity area.

lbe researdh currently underway at Cornell involves pilot work an the effects

of two of the variables previously discussed: illumination and graduated seating

levels, These.variables were selected for initial study because they are

relatively easy to manipulate. 1 ho studies of space, color end sound will foliar.
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A parallel study conducted by several graduate students in the Environmental

Analysis program will be occurring at the same tine. rata will be recorded by means

of videotape and observation at the Cornell Nursery School, as well as at several

other child care locations. Children with stellar background will be observed

in a variety of physical environments, and data collected to see what behavior

differences are notA in the varied environments.

Future Research

Since this is intended as an exploratory study, considerable ground is left

to be covered. Possible topics for fnture investigstion are the effects of

volume chews (i.e., height in addition to width, length sad shape) and sensory

deprtvation (a total white environment, for example). A study of environmental

influence related to different economic and social backgrounds would be of

particular benefit to day-care MUM
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TABLE E

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEDIA TYPES
OVER 13 BUILDINGS AND 4 FACTORS

BLACK & WHITE SLIDES vs. COLORED SLIDES

Evaluation Organization Potency Space TOTAL

1 Phila Museum (E) 0

2 Police Bldg. (X) ***c ***11 (**)c 3 (1)

3 TWA Terminal (I) 0

4 !louse of Doors (X) 0

5 Logan Hall (E) 0

6 Amer. Pavilion (1) **C (**)c 2 (1)

7 Subway Station (E) 0

8 Habitat (X) 0

9 Richards Bldg. (X) .::-ku 1

10 Annenberg Sch (I) *C 1

-..

11 Munic. Services (X) **c 1

12 Hill Hall (E) 0

13 Hill Hall (1) (***)C *B **C 3 (1)

4 (1) 3 2 (1) 2 (1) 11 (3)
52

Levels of Significance

.05

.01

= .003

( ) means judgement in opposite direction
= colored slide judgements more positive

black and white slide judgements more positive
(E) = entrance
(X) = exterior
(I) interior

22.



on TABLE F on the following page. Here we find a higher number of signifi-

cant differences, twenty-four of a possible sixty-four (over one-third) and

four in opposite directions. Here again the differences are distributed

about equally over the scales with the two earlier mentioned building

aspects accounting for ten of the twenty-four significant differences. The

direction of the differences is also revealing. Twenty of the twenty-four

significant differences were more towards the positive end of the scales for

the colored slides. Coupled with the fact that four of four significant

differences on the evaluation dimension and two of two on the space dimension

were also more positive for the colored slides, see TABLE E2 there is a strong

indication that either the color or the quality of slides has a yr( .t deal to

do with positive judgements of what they represent. Conversely, the lack of

color or quality apparently assures more negative evaluations, particularly

on the aesthetic areas of meaning.

Wiat then are the implicati6ns of the above study relattve to preconstruc-

tion predictions by architects. First, it would appear that geographical

separation of the architect from his user might very well result in differing

aesthetic responses to what he designs. For example, a pre-architect from

the Univcrsity of Pennsylvania might design a strong, rugged, and permanent

building, which was also highly ordered, clear, and straightforward, for the

pre-architect at Arizona State University because he thought the A.S.U.

student would find it unique, interesting, and even exciting, just as he had.

But instead most of the students at A.S.U. would find it to be rather common,

boring, and calming. The Penn student would be responding aesthetically to

the building's perceived potency while the A.S.U. student would be responding,

aesthetically to its perceived organization. Second, the familiarity with a

building is likely to influence one's reactions to it especially relative to

23 23,



TABLE F

$ IGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEDIA
TYPES OVER 13 BUILDINGS AND 5 SCALES

Black and White Slides vs. Colored Slides

Unique Interesting Exciting Active Revolut TOTAL

1 Phila Museum (E) *C *c 2

2 Police Bldg. (70 ***c ***c ***c ***B ***B ,
)

3 TWA Terminal (1) 0

4 House of Doors (X) 0

5 Logan Hall (E) (**)C **C 2 (1)

6 Amer. Pavilion (1) *C *C **B 3

7 Subway Station (E) **C 1

8 Habitat (X) 0

9 Richards Bldg. (X) *C (*)C *C 3 (1)

10 Annenberg Sch. (I) (***)C *B 2 (1)

11 Municipal Serv. (X) *C 1

12 Hill Hall (E) 0

13 Hill Hall (I) ***c (***)c ***c ***B *C 5 (1)

3 6 (3) 5 6 (1) 24 (4)

Levels of Significance

* = .05

** = .01
*** = .001

( ) means judgement in opposite direction
colored slide judgements more positive
black and white slide judgements more positive

(E) entrance
(X) = exterior

interior

24

65

24.



its spaciousness. If an architect designed a very solid looking building

with few exterior openings but truly grand interior spaces, he might attri-

bute more spaciousness to the facade, or a representation of it, than would

a passer-by who had never experienced its interior. Third, high quality

colored slides appear more likely to elicit a relatively strong and indepen-

dent aesthetic dimension of meaning than do low quality black and white

slides. 'Mother the color quality, or their combination,account for the

differences was not established by the study. However, since architects

are interested in making pre-construction predictions abonr the aesthetic

qualities of their buildings, it would be well for enviror:lental psychologists

to employ media which tend to evoke such responses. Fourth, it was not

established by the study whether or not the aesthetic res,-nses on either of

the media ate accurate indicators of responses to acrnal environments. It

was only demonstrated that aesthetic judgements woulc -end to be more positive

for high quality colored slides, and this finding, and the occurrence of the

so-called "ansthetic" dimension, might simply be in response to the aesthetic

quality of the slides and not to the imagined aesthetic qualities of the

buildings they were intended to represent. Consequently, additional research

comparing aesthetic resnonses to actual environments with similar responses

to a variety of representational media will he required before any conclusions

should be reached relative to the media which might best substitute for

experience of artual environments. Until this is accomplished the architect

who wants to predict the aesthetic responses of users to his buildings should

pay little heed to environmental psychologists who use representational media

of any kind with the untested assumption that the responses obtained are

adequate substitutes for responses to the actual environments. The results

are as likely to mislead as to help the architect with his preconstruction

25
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predictions. The same should be said for all other dimensions of the compre-

hension of the architectural environment.

CURRENT RESEARCH

am currently conducting an experimental study aimed precisely at the

above cautionary remarks because substitute media must be found if we are

ever to obtain the vast amount of information necessary to make consistently

accurate preconstruction predictions about the comprehension of the physical

environment. Briefly, I am comparing responses on a similar set of semantic

differential scales over a variety of housing types for six respondent groups

randomly sele-----ed from the same population. One group will respond to the

actual envirorments. The others will respond to a variety of presentat_ional

meia commoni Ised in studies of environmental carprehension. The media

types are as f ilows: (1) single colored slides, (2) colored slide sequences,

(3) colored f _7. sequences, (4) black and white video tape sequences, (5)

colored slides with audio interpretations. Hopefully, this research and the

other research being presented in the symposium today will lead to the

discovery of media or combinations of media which will, in fact, elicit valid

and accurate information about the ways in which various respondent groups

comprehend their architectural environments and, hence, lead the way to the

time when architects will be able to predict the comprehension of environ-

ments they create with consistent accuracy. Help us to hasten the day.

26
26.


